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Overview

What is Google Scholar?

How to search Google Scholar and find 
great results for writing your papers.

How to retrieve full texts.

Other tips & tricks.



Disclaimer

Not a librarian. Just a computer nerd.



What is Google Scholar?



What is 
Google 
Scholar?

http://scholar.google.com/

A search engine that provides a 
simple way to broadly search for 
scholarly literature.

Helps you find relevant work 
across the world of scholarly 
research.

http://scholar.google.com/


What’s on 
Google 
Scholar?

Peer-reviewed online academic journals and books

Conference papers and proceedings

Theses and dissertations

Preprints and abstracts

Technical reports

Court opinions

Patents



What can you do with Google Scholar?

Search all scholarly literature from one convenient place.

Explore related works, citations, authors, and publications.

Locate the complete document through your library or on the web via open access.

Keep up with recent developments in any area of research.

Create a public author profile to check out who’s citing your publications.

A shortcut for your referencing in papers!!!



Basic Search

• Google Scholar’s homepage is its basic 
search.

• Single search box, just like normal Google.

• Searches are NOT case sensitive, so capital
letters of search terms are ignored.



Searching for 
Specific Terms
• Put the terms in quotations, like regular 

Google.

• Example: “Qualitative description”

• The quoted terms will be bolded in your 
results.



Finding Recent 
Papers
• Search results are sorted by relevance, not 

date.

• To find newer articles, use buttons in the 
left sidebar.
• “Since Year” shows only recently published 

papers, sorted by relevance.

• “Sort by date” shows new additions.

• The envelope icon creates an alert to have new 
results periodically delivered to you via email.



Getting the Best Answers

• Decide on your keywords and conduct a keyword search.

• See what’s being cited within the papers by looking at the 
reference list.

• Explore who is citing the paper you find relevant. (”Cited by”)

• Check out the author’s other papers.



Keyword Search

Decide on the main concepts 
(keywords) of your topic.

Avoid words that are vague 
or have multiple meanings.

Type in all the keywords that 
must be present in your 

search results.



Keyword Search

• Example Research Question: What services do caregivers prioritize for support?

• Caregivers

• Priorities

• Support

• Google Scholar will automatically put AND between the keywords



Phrases as Keywords
• What services do caregivers prioritize for support?

• What about support services?

• Good news… You can use phrases as keywords!

• Indicate the phrase by using quotations.

• You can also use more than one phrase.



Alternative Keywords
• If your keyword has a synonym or alternative term, Google Scholar searches for matching 

and similar meaning words. You can also add these terms yourself!

• Place a vertical bar | between the keyword and its alternative terms.

• Example: Caregivers are also called carers.



Including & Excluding Keywords
• Sometimes you may want to exclude a keyword from your search results.

• For example, you want to search for viruses but not computer viruses.

• Place a space and a minus sign (-) with the excluding term directly after the sign.

• Similarly, if you want to include a term, use the + sign in place of -.



Other tips…
Example queries When to use and what will it do?

OR While Google Scholar automatically puts AND 
between keywords, you can use OR by adding it to 
your search.

"alternative medicine" Multiword concepts like alternative medicine are best 
searched as an exact phrase match. Otherwise Google 
Scholar will display results that contain alternative 
and/or medicine.

"The wisdom of the hive: the social physiology of 
honey bee colonies"

If you are looking for a particular article and you know 
the title it is best to put it into quotes to look for an 
exact match.

author:"Jane Goodall" A query for a particular author, e.g. Jane Goodall. Also 
"J Goodall" or "Goodall" will work, but will be less 
restrictive.

dinosaur 2014 Limits search results about dinosaurs to articles that 
were published in 2014

intitle:nursing Finds results with your search term in the document 
title.



Advanced Search

• Even more control over your search by 
using this feature.

• If you are in the exploration stage of 
information seeking, then advanced search 
could prematurely limit the information. 

• If you are familiar with the results that are 
returned, then advanced search tools can 
give you additional controls over the search 
to help you narrow in on more relevant 
results.



Advanced Search

• Click the hamburger menu in the top left corner 
and select Advanced Search.



Advanced Search

• Self-explanatory form to fill in.



How to find more results



Exploring Cited & 
Related Works



Cited 
By…

It is likely to list resources that pick up where 
the original resource left off, either by 
continuing its studies or updating its findings.

When something has been cited a lot, it can 
mean that the resource was foundational, 
revolutionary, or controversial. 

Remember that more recent works are less 
likely to have been cited a lot simply because 
there hasn’t been time for new research to 
emerge. 



Cited By…



Related 
articles



Public Author 
Profiles

• Easily find other articles by the author if 
they have set up a Scholar profile.

• You can make one too!



Public Profile



How to retrieve full texts



Finding the Full Text: 
Library Links

Linking the USask library to 
your Google Scholar.



Library Links



Library Links

Open Access

Available th
rough 

the USask
Library

Note: If you are on campus and on USask Wi-Fi, this will automatically show up.



What if there’s no USask or Open 
Access in the side column?



What if there’s no USask or Open 
Access in the side column?



An Interlibrary Loan 
may be needed…



No worries 
on the form!



Other Tricks



My Library

• When logged into your Google account, you can build a 
library of articles you want to review.

• Hit the Save button on your search result, then find the My 
Library button in the top right corner.



Chrome Extension

• Chrome Extension for Google Scholar is a 
shortcut to access Google Scholar from 
any webpage.

• As well, if you have any text selected on 
the page, it will auto-populate into the 
Google Scholar search box.

• Add this to your Chrome by typing
chrome://extensions/ into your search 
bar, then search for the Google Scholar 
extension.



Frequently Asked Questions



Does Google Scholar compile 
scholarly sources only?

No. Google Scholar also collects grey literature, non-peer reviewed 
papers, and reports from all over the web. 



Can Google Scholar be 
described as a bibliographic 

database in my review/paper?
No. Google Scholar is a bibliographic search engine,

rather than a database.



Last, but not least… 
Citations for your papers!



Your Citation 
Shortcut



Your Citation 
Shortcut



Questions?



Thank you for 
attending this 
presentation!


